
April Photo Contest Judge’s Comments 
“Birds” 

 
Judge 1 
 
 

1- Subject is slightly out of focus. Cropped well to get rid of unnecessary 
background. Highlights could be toned down 

2- Image is exceptionally noisy/pixelated. Not in focus. 
3- Nice capture of a group of birds facing the same way. Nothing is in focus except 

the foreground grass. 
4- Cute capture. Highlights are blown out and image is not sharp, especially the 

eyes. 
5- Auto-focus was not your friend. Part of the tree holding nest is reasonably sharp, 

but not the subject(s). 
6- Well composed. Bird is sharp; catchlight in eye is helpful. Beautiful bokeh. 
7- Interesting flight positioning of the bird. Not as sharp as it could be. 
8- Processing attempt at making this artistic didn’t quite work. 
9- Subject is sharp. Excellent action capture. Open up the shadows a bit and 

darken the blown-out highlights. 
10- Depth of field is a bit shallow as the bird is not completely in focus. Nice 

catchlight.  
11- Nice capture. Could use overall sharpening of the bird and blossom. LRH is not 

needed. 
12- Small size makes it hard to tell if it’s sharp and in focus. Composition is good. 

Nice bokeh 
13- Too much background. Crop at least 50% or more. Bird is soft and out of focus. 
14- Wonderful capture and composition. Colors are good. Bird is sharp. 
15- Auto focus missed here too. Image is too dark. 
16- Beautiful head study. Eye is tack sharp. Feathers need a touch of sharpening 

and top of head is slightly blown-out.  
17- Good composition. Image is mono-toned. More contrast for the bird. Shadows on 

RHS should be removed. 
18- Nice “family portrait.” Hen is the only thing in focus. Chicks blend in with the 

gravel. Targeted lighting would help 
19- Nice composition. Bird needs a touch of sharpening. 
20- Nice capture of raven in flight. Center part of the bird is focused well. Good 

colors. 
21- Beautiful reflections of the birds in flight (BIF). Image would be more effective is 

the top quarter were cropped away. 
22- Cute capture. Bird is in focus. 
23- Marvelously sharp bird and orange. Tighter crop could help. The sky appears 

noisy or pixelated. 
24- Nearly perfect. Excellent sharpness and focus. Background is nicely soft. 
25- Image is not in focus. Background is distracting. 



26- Timely capture. Roadrunner is soft either due out of focus or slight movement. 
27- No score – there’s no bird. 
28- Score is for “poetic license.” Cute composition. Darks could be brighter. 
29- tough lighting conditions. Hard to see second bird. Focus is more on the cactus 

and less on the bird. 
30- Wonderful composition. Color cast is noticeable. 
31- Cute capture. Nothing is in focus. 
32- Nice positioning of the penguins but not in focus. 
33- Almost too tightly cropped. Head and neck are sharp. Rest of the body is a touch 

soft. 
34- Great capture. Bird is caught in wonderful action. Background color is not 

attractive for this color of hummer. 
35- Wonderfully sharp image capturing cranes just taking off. Image needs a touch of 

straightening. 
36- Classic shot of Great Horned Owl. While the background is pleasantly soft, the 

head of the bird is not completely in focus. 
37- Loads of dust spots on the image. Would be much more effective if cropped 

tighter to concentrate on only the birds. 
38- Interesting pose. Owl is not sharp. 
39- Back of the bird is not terribly interesting. While it might be difficult, a different 

angle of capture could help here. 
40- a face only a mother could love. Background is noisy. A vignette could help here 

will highlights in the background. 
41- Nice capture. Subject is dark and not in sharp focus. 
42- Nice action shot. Image appears over-processed.       

 

Birds and especially birds in flight are the most difficult thing I shoot. As you read my comments, you’ll 

see I’m grading especially hard for out of focus or soft images. Some of the top scores are quite nice. 

 
Judge 2 
 
14- A lot of drama  

22- I would flop this pic to print (don’t tell anyone) 

26- Not a easy catch for you or the road runner. Must be second try because tail is missing. 

34- I know how hard it is to capture this image. 

38- Where is my dollar ?  Posing fee LOL 

41- Great lighting.   

 


